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1 In his reflection on death in the Mexican/US border city of Ciudad Juárez, journalist
Charles Bowden wrote about a hypothetical performance by ghosts where voices would
be  quiet  and  other  sounds,  including  post-death  silence,  subdued;  a  performance
where:
We will not allow anyone with answers to be present. Explanations will be killed on
sight. Theories strangled by my own hands. No one can speak of cartels if he [sic] is
not  a  member  of  a  cartel  […]  Academic  commentators  must  show  video  of
themselves  at  the  killings  or  having  beers  with  the  killers  before  they  will  be
allowed to say a single word.1
2 Bowden’s somewhat macho stance may seem extreme, but I contend that it is a position
that  must  be  engaged  with  seriously.  It  raises  methodological,  analytical  and
representational  issues  that  continue  to  challenge  scholars  addressing  bellicose
violence:  Is  it  ethical  to  write  about terror,  pain and despair  from afar;  to  provide
answers  and  explanations;  to  use  theoretical  material  in  such  discussions?  Can
sensationalism ever  be  justified  in  analyses  of  bellicose  violence?  Are  we  tuned  in
enough  to  notice  the  distinction  between  sensational  and  non-sensational
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representations? What kind of  silences might we allow for? In this  essay,  I  address
these  questions  in  relation  to  necropolitical  Mexico,  drawing  from  my  empirical
research with musicians commissioned to write narco rap, producers and consumers of
rap del barrio (which is sometimes linked to gangs); and hip hop artists protesting the
disappearances,  homicides,  systematic  violence  and  impunity  enjoyed  by  criminal
organisations and state institutions alike.
 
Lunching with someone who has killed another human
3 Whilst researching Mexican popular music, I have lunched with two men who told me
that they have killed others.  The first  was someone I  know well,  a  former security
guard I  spent many hours dancing with while researching the popular music-dance
form, danzón: my curiosity got the better of me when we were eating one day, and I
asked  him  if  he  had  killed  anyone.  He  responded  in  unemotional,  factual  terms,
describing an event where a man drew a firearm in a dance hall, and he reacted by
grabbing the gun and killing the man. This seemed to him like a sensible solution. I was
shocked, but the account did not stick to me for long. 
4 The second time I knowingly lunched with someone who had killed people was more
difficult. This man was just tagging along with some rappers I was interviewing. While
we were eating, it was revealed that he was not only a rap fan, but had been “one of
Them” (an ex-narco),  and I  was encouraged to interview him.2 He was delighted to
consent, and I was keen to get his perspective on who commissioned narco rap, how,
the  veracity  of  the  information  They  gave  musicians,  and  how  this  genre  was
consumed.3 I set out my interests and let him speak. He told me how he had killed seven
people at first hand (not counting those involved in shoot outs); how he was distressed
by the sounds that their bodies made as he did so; how hearing the screams of his
friends being tortured over the walkie-talkie disturbed him; and how he had made stew
out of body parts while tanked up on cocaine. I  stopped him, aware that I  was not
coping with hearing first-hand about the visceral details of such gruesome violence. It
continues  to  unsettle  me.4 Trust,  empathy  and  power  were  entangled  in  our
relationship in ways I had not experienced before. Part confessional, part a plea for
acceptance as a humane being, but also part assertion of power should I transgress.
5 Bowden’s proposal that “academic commentators must show video of themselves at the
killings  or  having  beers  with  the  killers”  presumably  refers  to  the  second,  more
traumatic  kind of  encounter  I  describe  here.5 However,  sharing experiences  (beers,
lunch) with someone who has killed another human is surely less the point, than the
relationship  of  the  scholar  to  that  person,  to  that  violence.  I  do  not  believe  that
presence or trauma (be it primary or vicarious) are prerequisites for a researcher to
speak about violence, but I do think that some sense of the visceral can be helpful in
not falling into gratuitous sensationalism.
 
Sensationalism
6 Narco-culture has increasingly become a focus of academic study, and I have often felt
outraged  at  the  way  in  which  victims  and/or  perpetrators  of  Mexico’s  bellicose
violence  are  sensationalised,  objectified  and  de-individualised  by  academics  at
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conferences,  with  salacious  accounts  of  dismembered  women  as  “territories”  in
analyses of femicides, of spectacular deaths as “exchange commodities” in a system of
narco accumulation. My argument is as much with analysts of literature and popular
culture, as with music scholars. Violence in Mexico is notoriously spectacular, but there
is no justification for its sensationalism to be furthered in academic accounts. Where is
the humanity? I decry. The suffering, the agony of torture, rape, pre-death horror. The
silenced bodies unearthed in fosas (mass graves), their skeletal mouths still screaming. 
7 Sensationalism is distinguished from individual sensory knowledge by its relationality,
specifically the relationship between a phenomenon and the sensed responses to it (be
they emotional, intellectual, physical or otherwise), responses which are magnified in
relation to measured rationality and so-called tastefulness. Back in 1992, in her analysis
of  mid-nineteenth  century  British  sensation  novels,  Ann  Cvetkovich  argued  that
sensationalism:
produces  the  embodiment,  in  both  the  literal  and  figurative  senses,  of  social
structures. It not only renders them concrete, by embodying them in a single and
powerful  representation,  but  the  responses  it  produces  are  bodily  or  physical
experiences that seem immediate and natural.6
8 Moreover, Cvetkovich proposed, sensationalism can perform political work by making
phenomena  visible,  often  via  spectacle.  She  evoked  the  ACT  UP  (AIDS  Coalition  to
Unleash  Power)  movement  of  the  1980s  (which  emerged  in  the  USA),  where
sensationalism was “endorsed as a useful tactic for goading people into an awareness of
social  problems”.7 Cvetkovich  poses  the  question:  “what  political  possibilities  are
overlooked when sensationalism is condemned?”8 In the case of ACT UP, the stigma
attached  to  the  bodies  of  those  subjected  to  state  violence  was  politicised.  Yet  in
necropolitical  contexts  such  as  twenty-first  century  Mexico,  contesting  state  and
criminal violence can be suicidal, and insensitivity to sadistic, spectacular violence is
widespread,  as  Berlanga  Gayón  has  explored,  making  it  difficult  to  harness
sensationalism as a tool for political ends, particularly since it is an important element
of narco-propaganda.9 Thus, in response to the question of whether sensationalism can
be  justified  in  analyses  of  bellicose  violence,  I  would  argue  that  in  necropolitical
contexts, the answer is no. 
 
Answers, explanations and theories
9 So if the use of sensationalism is inappropriate in necropolitical contexts, might there
still  be  a  place  for  answers  and  explanations,  for  the  use  theoretical  material  in
analyses of brutal violence? It is not uncommon for researchers from the global north
writing about necropolitical  Mexico to justify their  research with broad claims and
even solutions to the drug-related, capitalism-fuelled violence in the country. I have
been  culprit  to  this,  pointing  to  how  the  criminalisation  of  drugs  sustains  brutal
violence and inequalities, and contesting the corruption and impunity which feeds this
system.  Yet  I  am  a  sociologist  of  music,  an  ethnomusicologist,  without  in-depth
knowledge of broad socio-political issues. My primary hope is that my research on hip
hop can do specific work: to reveal the mechanisms through which music and popular
culture reproduce narco violence — by romanticising it, as well as critiquing it.10 While
I disagree with Bowden’s position that answers and explanations should be “killed”, I
also recognise that providing answers and explanations can do more work to make a
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scholar feel “good” about themselves and their discipline, than having an impact in the
social world.11 It is not uncommon for scholars to claim the uniqueness of their subject
area  in  providing  broad  insights  into  human  experience,  for  example  that  music
provides understandings of violence that are particularly ground-breaking. I think we
need to look ourselves hard in the mirror and reflect on whether we ask too much of
our  disciplines.  Not  enough  people  read  academic  texts  to  warrant  a  claim  that
research on hip hop is likely to stop violence in Mexico, but I do hope, maybe naively,
that it could shift certain people’s understanding. 
10 In considering the appropriateness of using theoretical material in analyses of horrific
violence, it is helpful to turn to work on film and photography where the glamorisation
of horror has long been discussed. In her classic text Regarding the Pain of Others, Susan
Sontag points to the tension between photographs as documentary and photographs as
transforming  their  subjects  into  aesthetic  objects.  This  tension  is  acute  in  war
photography  where  critics  consider  suffering  to  be  incompatible  with  beauty,  and
captions that moralise to be inappropriate. “In this view” Sontag argues,
a  beautiful  photograph drains  attention  from the  sobering  subject  and turns  it
toward  the  medium  itself,  thereby  compromising  the  picture’s  status  as  a
document.  The  photograph  gives  mixed  signals.  Stop  this,  it  urges. But  it  also
exclaims, What a spectacle!12
11 War photography is a useful analogue for thinking about research material and theory
in  war-like  contexts:  like  photography,  scholarly  analysis  transforms  and  may  be
critiqued  if  overly  theoretical  about  suffering  subjects.  Documentation  may  be
considered  more  appropriate  in  depicting  suffering,  rather  than  a  theoretical
contribution to disciplinary and broader understandings. Likewise, analyses should not
be moralising. Scholarly analysis of war zones, like war photography, (and it is apposite
to quote Sontag again): “gives mixed signals. Stop this, it urges. But it also exclaims,
What  a  spectacle!”13 Where the spectacularisation of  bellicose  violence is  combined
with  the  fetishization  of  (usually  French)  theory,  which  is  common  in  hegemonic,
global northern musicology, humanities and social science, I contend that the ethics of
global northern scholars using (colonial) theory in analyses of bellicose violence in the
global south becomes ever more dubious.14 
 
Silence and humanity
12 To conclude,  let  me clarify  that  I  believe that  silencing is  counterproductive:  there
must always be space for a multiplicity of perspectives, for discussion and critique, in
order to move ideas forward to enable collective action.15 What is key in scholarship on
bellicose  violence  is  that  people’s  humanity  is  maintained.  Too  often,  victims  and
perpetrators  are  objectified.  The  ex-narco  I  interviewed  told  me  that  he  often
wondered who those people were, the ones he killed. He knew that they may not have
worked for the other side, that they might have been innocent, but there was no going
back after a certain point – they knew too much, or so he thought. That wondering who
they were is not remorse, but it does bestow humanity. It is harder to sensationalise, to
objectify others, when we are talking about individuals we have engaged with, people
with a name, a life, a story. 
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ABSTRACTS
This essay interrogates methodological, analytical and representational issues that continue to
challenge scholars  addressing bellicose violence:  Is  it  ethical  to  write  about terror,  pain and
despair from afar? Can sensationalism ever be justified in analyses of bellicose violence? What
kind of silences might we allow for? These questions are explored in relation to necropolitical
Mexico,  drawing  from  empirical  research  with  musicians  commissioned  to  write  narco  rap,
producers and consumers of rap del barrio,  and hip hop artists protesting the disappearances,
homicides,  systematic  violence  and  impunity  enjoyed  by  criminal  organisations  and  state
institutions alike.
Cet article examine les enjeux de méthode,  d’analyse et  de représentation qui continuent de
poser problème aux chercheur.e.s travaillant sur la violence de la guerre : est-ce éthiquement
admissible d'écrire sur la terreur, la douleur et le désespoir depuis le confort de la distance ?
Peut-on jamais justifier le sensationnalisme dans l’analyse de la violence guerrière ? Quels types
de silence acceptera-t-on ? Ces questions sont explorées à travers la nécropolitique mexicaine, en
s'appuyant sur des recherches empiriques auprès de musicien.ne.s chargé.e.s d'écrire du narco
rap,  de producteurs ou de consommateurs de rap del  barrio, et d'artistes hip hop mobilisé.e.s
contre  les  disparitions,  les  homicides,  la  violence systémique et  l'impunité  des  organisations
criminelles comme des institutions étatiques. 
Este ensayo interroga cuestiones metodológicas, analíticas y de representación que continúan
desafiando a lxs académicxs que abordan la violencia belicosa: ¿Es ético escribir sobre el terror, el
dolor y la desesperación desde lejos? ¿Se puede justificar el sensacionalismo en los análisis de la
violencia belicosa? ¿Qué clase de silencios podríamos permitir? Estas preguntas se exploran en
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relación  con  el  México  necropolítico  a  partir  de  una  investigación  empírica  con  músicos
encargados  de  escribir  narco  rap,  con  productores  y  consumidores  de  rap  del  barrio,  y  con
artistas de hip hop que protestan por las desapariciones, los homicidios, la violencia sistemática y
la  impunidad  de  la  que  gozan  tanto  las  organizaciones  criminales  como  las  instituciones
estatales.
INDEX
Mots-clés: sensationnalisme, violence, connaissance, trauma, éthique, hip hop, narco-culture,
Mexique
Keywords: sensationalism, violence, knowledge, trauma, ethics, hip hop, narco-culture, Mexico
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